In general, the process for multilayer feedforward neural network in pattern recognition is composed of two phases: training and c h s i i n g . The aim of the training phase is to make the network nutput meet the desired output given by the training pattern as possible. It demands a map of point to point, which is so strict that it often causes the criterion inconsistence between training and classifying. Consequently the recognition rate would be decreased. Region-mapping model bas changed the output space from one point to a certain supervisor region so that it has overcnme the shortcoming of inconsistent problem between tralning and testing as common multilayer perceptrou (MLP) does. Furthermore, it has saved much computing time by mapping the input data to an output area rather than an output point. This paper presents a Regionmapping model with quarter hyper globe as supenisor region. The gradient deeent algorithm is applied to this model. In order to illustrate the effect of our propounded model, a hand-writteu letter recognition problem is put into experiment. Moment invariant features are used as input parameters. The simulation results show that the regionmapping model bas much better characteristics than those eommon multiplayer perceptrow. Also, the quarter hyper globe rule is more reasonable than the bypermbe one.
Introduction
Multilayer perceptron (MLP), one of the most popular neural network models, is a powerful tool in pattern recognition problem. When applying in the pattern recognition, its procedure is divided into two phases generally 'I1. The first one is training or learning phase. Work of this phase is to calculate the weights of given network through the training pattern set. Assume that the number of input and output units is M and N, respectively. Also suppose there are K patterns belonging to C classes. The subscript set is F. Then the pattern set can be described as follows:
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e=l where x; denotes the characteristic parameter vector, y; is the kth code of class c. The aim of training is to make the output meet y i when x; is inputted through the network. But actually it is quite difficult to achieve this goal. So a permitted arbitrary small error limit P is given. The training process is considered to be fdshed when the sum of error of all the patterns satisfy:
(2) me intuitionistic meaning of (2) is that the training phase stops when all the outputs of patterns fall in the suitable adjacent regions of the corresponding supervised signal. These regions of four-class pattern recognition problem are shown as Fig. 1 , from which we can see that the shapes of the four regions are irregular and uncertain. The second phase is classifying. In this phase, output is computed by all the fixed weights saved by the training phase and the classification results are given. For the fourclass case, the classification criterion is: given a certain small positive number e , suppose that the desired output is binary code. If the output lies in the range of [ 1-e , I] or [O, e 1, then the pattern can be classified correctly, otherwise the classification fails. The Fig.1 (b) shows the classification criterion. When the network output of the pattern falls in the square adjacent region. of supervised signal with each side E , the pattern is classified to this class.
Otherwise, it cannot be correctly classified. It can be seen from Fig.1 (b) that the classification criterion is certain, and not in accordance with the training criterion shown in Fig.1 (a). It is very fuzzy to map the input patterns of a class to an irregular region in the output space during the training phase, while to choose a fixed and regular region as output space during the classifying phase. Such criterion is also a reason to cause low recognition rates. This phenomenon is called Criterion Inconsistence between training and classifying. The problem can be solved if we adopt a predefined region in the output space instead of just a supervisor signal to train the network. Once the output of network falls in the certain region, the error is set to zem.
Therefore, a new model named Region-mapping is propounded. The remained parts of this paper are arranged as follows:
In section 2, the Region-mapping model and its algorithm is described. In section 3, we put this model in the application of English character and Arabian numbers recognition. Six invariant moments are calculated as feature parameters, Finally, a brief conclusion is drawn in section 4. 
2.1
Description Re ion mapping model is first proposed by Wang in of the input space be mapped to a corresponding region of the output space, rather than a point, which is the essential difference between the region-mapping model and the general MLP. Suppose that the region formed by the character parameters belonging to c classes is denoted as ( I ' c R~ , the MLP model fulfills the following map:
Where y'is a kind of code of the cth class.
where ceil(x) denotes the smallest integer that is geatei than or equal to x .
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The model demands the character parameter region The principles are to make sure that the output regions of each class can be separated,strictly.
Theoretically, V cawbe arbitrarily selected as long as it satisfies the, principles mentioned above. The supervisor region fiktly.propOsed is hypercube for the considering of convenience of calculating and analyzing. However, it cannot reflect the distribute rule of the patterns so exactly. In this paper, we take quarter hyper-globe as Ve , the twodimension sketch map of which is shown in Fig.2 . Though it may make the computation a little complex, it is better in accordance with' the distribud rule of the patterns. Moreover, it can he described more clearly. Here we discuss only about the neural network with one hidden layer. The supervisor region V c selected in this paper can be described by the radius WD' and the ve*exeS Pe =(pf.pg , . . . . p i ) , where pci ( k l , 2, -.N) is binary code of the cth class, i.e.,pCiis equal to '0' or '1'.
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TO accelerate the speed of the converging, most of the speed-up algorithms for MLP are available for the regionmapping model. Readers interested in it can deduce the formulations similarly with them.
where WDc = 0.5 -E , E is a small positive number.
The algorithm of region-mapping model can be deduced on the basis of gradient decent algorithm, except that the error function has changed.
Usually, the error function adopted by the multilayer perceptron is:
where y , is the actual output of the kth pattern xk, while y r is the desired output. From the form of the error function, we can see that if the kth pattern belongs to the cth class,' the error will be zero' when the output falls into V . In contrast with the requirement of falling at a pint, this condition has been relaxed much. This character can make the convergence speed up., The weight adaptation is:
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where ois leaming rate, a is momentum factor, w,"" is the weight from the jth neuron of the 1-1 layer to the ith neuron of the lth layer.
Training Process
The whole training process can be concluded as: I) Get the patter set as G E x ; , c ) I x ; E R M , k E IC}.
C=l 2) Define the output node number of the network according to the class number of the patterns or to the designinQ need. Define the Vc and get the training pattern set as (5).
3) Initialize the network weights and thresholds. 4) Input the pattern set and calculate forwards to obtain the error sum. If the error sum is zero, the training finishes. Else go to 5). 5 ) Setk=l. 6) Input pattern k and calculate forwards.
7) Calculate Ski of the output layer and the hidden layer according (12). Adapt the network weights and thresholds according to (1 1). 8) If k = K, go to4); if k < K, set k = k+l and go to 6).
2.4
The Training And The Classifying Criterion of
The Reginn-mapping Model It can be seen from the training algorithm that the network training stops when the ermr function is aero. That means that all the training patterns . fall into the corresponding supervisor region.
In contrast with the classifying process of the MLP, the actual classifying process takes the supervisor regions V , -1, 2, .-C as input parameter as well as the network weights and thresholds. If the network output of the pattern to be tested falls into a certain supervisor region, it can be classified to this class, else the pattern can not be classified correctly.
Therefore, the classifying criterion keeps in consistent with the training criterion, which guarantees the recognition rate.
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The Character recognition system with Region-mapping (R-M) model consists a preprocessor and a neural network classifier as shown in Fig.3 . Fig.3 . The character recognition system with R-M neural network model
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For various reasons, the patterns may be defnrmed due to translating, rotating or scaling. The aim of the preprocessor is to create an output for an input pattem in such a way so that the preprocessed output remains unchanged or almost unchanged even if the input pattern is rotated, scaled and translated.
In this experiment, the pattem database consists twentysix lower case letters a -z and ten Arabian numbers 0 -9. Each class generates fifty image patterns, each is presented by a 13*13 binary pixel where a 'I' presents an on-pixel and a '0' presents an of-pixel. Altogether there are 900 training patterns and another 900 testing patterns.
3.1
Moment Invariant Calculation
For each image, its gray distribution function is f ( x , y) .
The @+q ) order moment is defined as:
m, = C C x P y g f ( x ,~) .
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The center moment of mp4 is:
where X=%,
Furthermore,
P&
where T = -p + q + 1 . 
Simulation Result
After preprocessing the input pattern data, the invariant moments are passed the network as the input parameters.
In order to investigate the performance of the proposed Region-mapping model and to evaluate the recognition accuracy of the system, it is first trained with a set of training data and then tested with a different set of testing data. Each pattern is passed through the preprocessor and produces outputs. These preprocessed outputs are used to train the neural network. The test data set consists 900 test patterns, which are the rotated and translated or scaled versions of the exemplar pattem. The general MLP with the famous BP algorithm, and the Region-mapping model with hypercube supervisor region is taken into consideration as comparisons with the proposed model in this paper.
In this experiment, the neural network structure is composed of six input nodes, six output nodes and 16 hidden nodes. The number of training pattern is 900. All the models are trained by the famous gradient descend algorithm. Let learning rate q=O.8 and the momentum The contrast results are listed in Table I , from which we can see that the capability of Region-mapping model is much better than that of the general MLP and the Regionmapping model with hypercube supervisor region. 
Conclusions
In this paper, a Region-mapping neural network model with quarter hyper globe supervisor region is presented. It is a more effective model in classification problems in contrast with the multilayer perceptron (MLP). It allocates an area or a region for each class in the output space so that all the patterns concentrate in their demanded region after successful training of the neuml network model. Since neural network is a continuous map, it is a more reasonable criterion to make the classifying consistent with the training process by taking the region where patterns concentrate in the output space as the output. Moreover, the regionmapping model can save the number of output units in contrast with the conventional manner of coding, which can minish the scale of the network. Thereby the converging speed is accelerated. In order to make it reflect the pattern distribution more exactly, a kind of more reasonable V, q u m r hyper globe supervisor region is put forward in this paper. The proposed model with quarter hyper globe supervisor region is put into the application of the character recognition system to verify its behavior. Experimental results have shown that the proposed model has much better behavior than the general MLP and the Region-mapping model with hyper cube supervisor region. We believe that the model will have bright application future in pattern recognition field.
